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Abstract- -We show that, under convenient hypotheses, partial elimination in nonlinear systems 
can be used to improve convergence in the Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and Newton iterations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In fixed point linear equations, partial elimination decreases the spectral radii of Jacobi and 
Ganss-Seidel iteration matrices, if the Jacobi matrix is nonnegative [1]. We prove in the following 
section that similar results also hold for fixed point nonlinear systems, if the corresponding 
Jacobian matrix is nonnegative. 
Our main objective in this work is to show how partial elimination can be used to improve 
convergence in the context of the monotone Newton theorem [2]; we do this in Section 3 and also 
prove that convergence can be worsened when the elimination is not accurate. The improvement 
in convergence in this context is numerically illustrated in Section 4. 
2. THE STANDARD FIXED POINT  ITERATIONS 
Consider a continuously differentiable function F : D C ~t" , ~n,  and assume that the 
equation 
Fz  - 0 (2.1) 
has a solution y* in D. Consider now a function G, such that the equation 
z = Gz (2.2) 
is equivalent to (2.1), for instance G := I -  F .  In many applications, the Jacobi (i.e., fixed point 
iterations) and Ganss-Seidel iterations associated to (2.2) are among the standard tools used to 
approximate y*; recall that the convergence of the Jacobi procedure is guaranteed, if the spectral 
radius of G'(y*) (which we shall denote r(Gl(y*))) is smaller than 1, whenever the starting point 
is in a convenient neighborhood of y*. We are interested in determining how partial elimination 
can affect the convergence properties of these two methods. Clearly, there can be no general 
answer, unless some additional hypotheses are made on G. If GI(z) > 0, i.e., all the partial 
derivatives of the component functions of G are nonnegative, for each x E D, then precise results 
can be proven; some of those obtained by Robert [3] will be improved in this section; we also 
state some new results. Suppose that we consider zk = gk(z), and define Gz by 
g'i(x) := gi(Xx, z2, . . . ,  zk-1, gk(z), zk+l, • • •, zn). (2.3) 
THEOREM 2.1. One and only one of the following holds: 
(i) r(G'(y*)) = 0 = r(G'(y*)); 
(ii) r(G'(y*)) = 1 = r(G'(y*)); 
(iii) 0 < r(G'(y*)) 2 < r(p'(y*)) < r(G'(y*)) < 1; 
(iv) 1 < r(G'(y*)) <,r(G'(y ' ) )  < r(G'(y*)) 2. 
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PROOF.  See [3]. 
THEOREM 2.2. I f  r (G ' (y ' ) )  < 1 and G'(y*) is irreducible, then 
~(&Cy')) < rCG'(y')). 
PROOF. If G is a linear mCfine mapping, then a minor modification in the proof of Theorem 2.2 
in [1] yields the result. In the general case, it is necessary to note that G'(y*) is obtained from 
Gl(y *) as in the affine case. 
Recall that the (nonlinear) Gauss-Seidel procedure applied to (2.2) amounts to applying the 
Jacobi procedure to the system 
x = Vx,  (2.4) 
where 
v l (=)  :=  gl(=), 
Vi(X) :---- gi(Vl(Z),...,Vi-l(X),xi,...,Xn), for i = 2, . . . , n. 
Clearly, as in the linear case, no explicit calculation of V is (usually) carried on; with the hy- 
potheses in Theorem 2.2 and taking account of the generalized Stein-Rosenberg theorem [4], it is 
easy to see that 
r(Y'(y*)) < r(G'(y*)). (2.5) 
In order to apply the Gauss-Seidel procedure to (2.3), we define the fixed point equation 
= ~(~), 
where 
~i(x) := ~l(X), 
~i(~) := Yd~l(~),. . .  ,~,-1(~), ~i , . . .  ,x,) ,  for i = 2 , . . . ,n .  
THEOREM 2.3. Assume the hypotheses in Theorem 2.2; f f  there exist i ~ k # j ,  such that 
okgi(~') # o # o~gk(y'), with 
k<j<i  or j< i<k  or i<k<j ,  
then 
In any other case we have 
r(P(y')) < ~(v'(y')). 
r(~'(y')) < Kv'(y')). 
PROOF. A similar argument to the one given for the proof of Theorem 2.2 applies here, but now 
it is necessary to take account of Theorem 3.1 in [1]. 
REMARK 2.4. The numerical improvement implied by the strict inequalities in Theorems 2.2 
and 2.3 may be counterbalanced by an increased computational cost per iteration [1], but there 
are also cases in which a convenient elimination can yield a decrease in that cost. Besides, it is 
always necessary to take account of the symbolic and algebraic manipulations involved in any 
elimination, especially if nonlinear. 
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3. EL IMINATION AND THE MONOTONE NEWTON THEOREM 
o < yO for 1 < i < n, such that Consider again F as in Section 2 and z ° _< yO, i.e., z i _ 
(zO,yO) :={xEm '~\z °<z<y°}CD, 
and suppose that 
Fz  ° < 0 < Fy °. 
We also assume that F is order convex on (z °, y0), namely 
F(Ax + (i - A)y) _< A Fx  + (i - A)Fy, 
whenever z < y or y < z and A E (0, 1). Let us now recall the monotone Newton theorem [2]. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that for each z E (x°,y°), F' (z)  is a nonsingular M-matrix (i.e., 
(F ' ( z ) ) i j  < O, for i # j ,  and F ' (z)  -1 is nonnegative). Then the Newton iterates 
yk+l := yk _ F , (yk) - lFyk ,  k = 0, 1,. . .  (3.1) 
satisfy yk I Y* e (z °, yO) as k ~ oo and y* is the unique solution of (2.1) in (z °, yO). Moreover, 
i f  F '  is isotone on (x°,y °) O.e., x < y implies F' (z)  < F'(y)),  then the Newton-Fourier (N-F) 
iterates 
x k+l := z k - F ' (yk) -XFz  k, k = 0, 1, . . . ,  (3.2) 
satisfy z k T Y* as k --* oo. We also have 
Fxk <O<Fy k, k=0,1 , . . . .  (3.3) 
Finally, ff for some norm, 
IIF'(x) - F'(Y)II _< Mllx - YlI, V x, y e (x °, yo), 
then there exists a constant e such that 
Ily k+~ - ~+~ II -< ~ I1~ k - y~ll ~, k = O, 1, . . . .  (3.4) 
There are other natural versions of this theorem (see Table 13.1 in [2]). Apparently, it has been 
Baluev [2,5], who first realized that the iterates in (3.2) generate a complementary sequence to 
the one given by (3.1). 
Recall that the Newton iterates can be viewed as the Jacobi iterations for the fixed point 
system 
z = Gz := z - F ' ( z ) - I Fz .  (3.5) 
However, it should be clear that, although theoretically possible, partial elimination of the kind 
discussed in the previous ection might often be computationally complicated for (3.5). We are 
thus interested in establishing how partial elimination in (2.1) affects the convergence properties 
of the Newton method in the context of Theorem 3.1; we assume all its hypotheses. Note that 
if F '  is isotone, then F is order convex [2]; however, we shall keep the distinction in our discussion. 
Consider a component function fi and a nonvanishing partial derivative at y*, i.e., 0j fi (Y*) # 0; 
recall that Oifi(y*) > 0 ,  because F'(y*) is a nonsingular M-matrix; for the sake of simplicity 
we set i := 1 and consider first the case j = 1. The implicit function theorem implies that 
there exist neighborhoods U of y*, V o fy  -~- := (y[ , . . .  ,y*) and a function g : V --* fit, such that 
f (g(~),~) = 0 and i fy  e V satifies f l (Y) = 0, then Yl = g(~) (Y := (y2, . . . ,  y,)). We shall assume 
throughout that (z °, y0) C U, that (z 0, y0) C V, and omit explicit mention of intermediate points 
in the application of mean value theorems. We also avoid unnecessary distinction between row 
and column vectors. 
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LEMMA 3.2. The function g is isotone on (z°,y °) and 
z~ <_ g(-zg) <_ y; <_ g(-yT) <_ y~. 
PROOF. Since F'  is always an M-matrix, if z ° < ~ < y < yO, then 
- n 69 - V '  0i/  
g(Y)--g(z) ---- j--2~-c~jg*(Y4 --gcj)-" ~__/~2 01f l __  *(y~ -- =j) > 0, 
i.e., g is isotone on (z °, yO). Now z k < y* < yk implies that 
g(=k) <_ = g( ' f , )  <_ g(yk).  
On the other hand, 
f l (Y ) - - f l (Y ) - - f l (g (Y ) ,Y ) - -O l f l * (Y l - -g (Y ) ) ,  
implies that y~ - g(~) has the same sign as f~(y); thus, by taking account of (3.3) and that 
a l f l  > 0, we get that z~ - g(z --T) is nonpositive and y~ - g(~') is nonnegative. This completes 
the proof. 
If we now eliminate yl in (2.1), by means of g, we get the reduced system 
Fy  = 0, (3.6) 
where F :-- (f,),  i=  2 , . . . ,  n; ~ E V; and f,(~) := fi(g(Y),Y). 
LEMMA 3.3. F ' (y )  is an M-matrix for ~ E Ix °, y0) and 
- - i  1 (F )~ (~) -- (F')~l(g(y),y),  for i # 1 ¢ j. (3.7) 
PROOF. Notice that for i ¢ 1 ¢ j, 
- _ . . . .  %f l (g (y ) ,y )  (3 .s )  
Since F'  is always an M-matrix, 01f I > 0 and 0kfz _< 0 if k ¢ l; thus, 
a~ f~ < 0, for j ¢ i. (3.9) 
If we now set 
M 1 :-- 
f 1 
- -m2,1 
--F/13,1 
\ - -m, , l  
0 0 . . . . . .  0~ 
1 0 . . . . . .  0 
0 1 "'. 
: ' . .  ".. ".. : 
: " .  1 0 
0 . . . . . .  0 1/ 
with mi,1 := 
oJl(g(y),y) 
Ol f l (g (Y ,Y ) '  
it follows from (3.8) that 
M1 * F' = I 
~l f l  
° (3.10) 
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A formal inversion of matrices in (3.10), taking account of the block structure on the right, 
implies (3.7); hence (T') -1 > 0, which together with (3.9) implies that F '  is an M-matrix. 
R~.MARK 3.4. Although the fact that T '  is an M-matrix follows directly from Lemma 1 in [6], 
we have given the proof above, because it involves the proof of (3.7) and this relation will be an 
essential tool in the proof of our main result; Lemma 1 in [6] also implies Theorem 2.2 in [1]. 
LEMMA 3.5. -~l /s isotone on (zO,yO). 
PROOF. Consider ~ _< ~. Since g is isotone, (g(~),~) _< (g(~),~). Hence, F'(g(-~),'~) <_ 
F'(g(y),y), and the conclusion easily follows by taking account of (3.7). 
REMARK 3.6. The statement in Lemma 3.5 has been essentially established in Lemma 1 in [6]. 
LEMMA 3.7. Tz  T < 0 < Fy--#. 
PROOF. For i _> 2, we have 
.f,(g(=O), =o) = .f,(g(=O), =o) _ f , (=o) + .fi(=o) = o l f ,  • (g (~)  - =o) + f , (=o).  
Since i)lf i ~_ 0 and f i(z °) < 0, Lemma 3.2 implies that 
l,(g(=0),=0) So. 
Analogously, 
fi(g(y0), y0) > 0. 
REMARK 3.8. Theorem 3.1 can now be applied to the reduced system (3.6) with starting interval 
(zO, y°); we denote with (Fk) the Newton iterates with starting point y-'~, and with (~k) the 
corresponding N-F iterates with starting point z'--°; for k = 0 we set z -'° :-- z'° and : := y'°. 
THEOREM 3.9. With the definitions above, we have 
and 
z"T_~ • k ~_ y~" S y k _~ y-~', k - 0, I,..., (3.11) 
z~ _~ g(~k) _~ y~ S g(yk) S Yl k, k - 0, I, .... (3.12) 
PROOF. We apply mathematical induction; note that for k = 0, (3.12) follows from Lemma 3.2 
while (3.11) is trivially true. We first prove the right half part of the inequalities above. 
Notice first that for i ¢ 1 and k = 0, 1,. . . ,  
n 
Y, (yk) . 7j(yk) = y~ _ E (F')'~ 1 (g(yk),yk) . f j (g(yk),yk).  
j=2 j=l 
(3.13) 
The order convexity of F and the inductive hypotheses imply that 
Fy k -F(g(yk) ,y k) < F'(yk)(y k -(0(y~),yk)). 
Since F~(y k) is a nonsingular M-matrix, we get from above 
(g(yk) ,yk)_  (F,(yk))-lF(g(~k),y~) < yk _ (F,(yk))-I F yk = yk+l. 
On the other hand, since F ~ is isotone, 
(3.14) 
F'(g(yk),y k) < F'(yk), 
whence 
0 < (F'(y~)) -1 < (F'(g(y~),yk)) -1. (3.15) 
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Recall that T~ k _~ 0, which, together with (3.15) implies 
(g(yk),yk) _ F , (g (~k) ,yk ) - l F (g (yk) ,yk )  < (g(~k),~k) _ F , (yk ) - l F (g (~t ) ,y t ) ,  
and by taking account of (3.13) and (3.14), we get 
~k+l _< yt+l. 
By applying Theorem 3.1 to (3.6), it follows that 
~-~ _< ~k+1. (3.16) 
Thus, Lemma 3.2 implies now that 
Yl -- g (~ < 9(Y k+l) < g(yk+l) < ylk+l. (3.17) 
To complete the proof, recall that for i ¢ 1 
n n 
i 
jm2 1ml 
n 
>_ -kz i _ ~-~( r,)-~1(yk) . . f j (g(~k) ,~k) .  (3.18) 
j=l 
The inequality above follows from (3.15) and the fact that ~k  < 0. On the other hand, the 
order convexity of F implies now that 
r (g (~k) ,~ k) - Fz  ~ <_ F'(g(~k),-~k)((g(~k),'~ k) -- z~). (3.19) 
Note now that 
f ' (g (~k) ,~ k) < f ' (yk) .  (3.20) 
From (3.19), (3.20) and the inductive hypotheses, it follows that 
f (g ( '~t ) ,~ ~) - f z  k <_ F'(yk)((g(~') , '~ ') - xk), 
which implies that 
z k+l = zt  - F ' (y}) - l Fz  ~ <_ (g(~t),~}) - r ' (y}) -~f (g (~t ) , -~t ) .  (3.21) 
If we now take account of (3.18) in (3.21), we obtain 
The same arguments that led to (3.16) and (3.17) can now be used in order to complete the 
proof. 
REMARK 3.10. Note that (3.12) is not only useful in the proof of (3.11); in fact, once the final 
N-F iterates for the reduced system (3.6) have been obtained, (3.12) implies that the evaluation 
of 9 on these final iterates produces better values for the eliminated unknown than those obtained 
for the original system with the same number of iterations. 
Let us now consider the case j ¢ 1, for instance j = 2; we now set y := (Yl,Ys,... ,yn) and 
change accordingly the meaning of all the related notation. Note first that the function g is not 
necessarily isotone, because 
= \ (3.22) 
~#2 i=3 
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If • _< ~, the first term in (3.22) is nonnegative, while the sum on the right is nonpositive; thus, 
g is isotone if and only if ajg - 0, i.e., if and only if a j f l  - 0 for j >__ 3 .  Note also that 
OjTi = Ojfi -- 02fi Ojfx, i 2, . .  ,n, j ~ 2. (3.23) ~ $ ~ . 
If we keep the order inherited, we now have 
o17~ o~7~ .. .  0.7~ 
- : . . , (3.24) 
" 
\Ol o37..., o j .  
and if we take account of (3.23), a slight variation of the argument given in Lemma 3.3 can be 
used to prove that we have (~ ' ) -1  >_ 0. However, in the present case, we do not necessarily 
have that (3.24) is an M-matrix. But if a j f l  - 0 for j > 3, then all the terms outside the main 
diagonal in (3.24) are nonpositive, i.e., T~(~) is an M-matrix. On the other hand, it may happen 
that F '  is not isotone, even when g is isotone, as it is shown by the following example. Consider 
f l (m,  y~, y3) = y3 _ y2 + 1, 
f2 (m,  y2, y3) = y2 - 2, 
fS(Yl,  Y2, Y3) ---: --Yl -- Y2 "~- y3. 
The system above has a root at (1, 2, 31/3) and it is easy to check that there exists a positive 6 , 
such that 
F ( I  - 6, 2 - 6, (3 - 26) 1/3) < 0 < F( I  + 6, 2 + 6, (3 + 26)1/3). 
We now have 
FI(yl, Y2, Y3) = I 0 . 
- - i  3y 2 
In a neighborhood of (I, 2, 31/3), F ~ is a nonsingular diagonally dominant Z-matrix, which implies 
that it is an M-matrix. Besides F ~ is also isotone. Thus, the hypotheses in Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied. If we now use f l  to eliminate y2, we get 
72(yI, ys) = y3 _ I, 
f s ( I / l ,  Y3) = -Y l -  Y~ + y3 _ 1, 
and  ( o) 
T' (m'Y~l=\ - l -3y~ 3y~ " 
Thus, ~ is an M-matrix in a neighborhood of (1, 31/3), but it is neither isotone nor antitone. In 
the present situation, the question to be addressed, in case both g and T ~ are isotone, is whether 
analogous results to those in Theorem 3.9 do hold. We answer this question in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.11. I f  f l  is used to eliminate Y2 in (2.1), Ojfl = 0 for j >_ 3, -F' is isotone, and 
-~(~) < o < -f(~o), 
then we have 
~k _< ~T _< y--~- <_ y-T _< ~k, k = 0, 1, . . . ,  (3.25) 
and 
g(~k)_< m~ < y~ ~ y ;  < y2 k _ g(~k), k = 0,1 , . . . .  (3.26) 
PROOF. The proof of this theorem can be obtained by imitating the proof of Theorem 3.9. 
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Consider F : 9t '~ 
4. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
, ~n, defined by 
2yl -- Y2 
f l  := h-----r-- + 
2yi -- Y i -x -- Yl-}.l 
f i  : "  h2 q-y~, 2<i<n-1 ,  
f~ . -  2yna ~y~-_____21, with h := n 1+ 1" (4.1) 
I f z  ° := (0,...,0,0.14,0.41) and yO := (1,. . . ,1),  then Fz ° < 0 < Fy  ° and 
• / 2 + 3h2y~ -1  0 0 
I l 2 + 3h2y~ -1  
1 o 1 
. . .  0 -1  6y2n 
Clearly, F ~ is isotone on (z°,y°); also F'(V) is a diagonally dominant Z-matrix with positive 
diagonal entries for Y G (z °, y0), i.e., it is an M-matrix. Thus, Theorem 3.1 can be applied. If 
we now eliminate Yn by means of .In, we get the reduced system 
f l  = 2y l -  V2 
h--------T---- + yl 3, 
f i = 2yi - y i -1  - yi+l 
h2 ~- y~, 2 < i < n - 2, 
7, -1  = 2y,-1 -h 2y"-2 - g + Yg-x,S (4.2) 
where g := (yn_ l /2 )  113. 
The calculations for this example have been produced with the double precision of a Vax 750. 
Table 4.1 shows the values obtained in the first five steps of Newton and Newton-Fourier itera- 
tions, starting with y0 for the former and with z ° for the latter; the linear systems involving the 
Jacobian matrices have been solved with LU factorization. For the Newton iterates, monotone 
convergence is obtained, according to the theoretical prediction in Theorem 3.1. However, it is 
to be noted that some of the residues change sign after the fourth iteration; the cause is cancel- 
lation, with rounding error having its share; this doesn't affect the monotone convergence to the 
machine root in six steps. 
For the Newton-Fourier iterates, the residues tart to change sign after the second iteration; 
the reasons are those already pointed out for the Newton iterations; as a consequence, also the 
quadratic convergence is lost for the N-F iterates. Thus, the example suggests that, in spite 
of the nice theoretical properties of N-F iterations, its actual use in combination with Newton 
iterations hould be interrupted when some residues change sign. 
Table 4.2 shows the values corresponding to F with respect o the initial values ~0 and T°; 
in the rows corresponding to Y~0 and ~0 we have the values of the implicit function, i.e., g(~9 k)
and g(~) ,  respectively. The remarks above for the iterations without elimination also hold 
here. Besides, it is to be noted that the fourth Newton iterate, due to cancellation and rounding 
error, has several of its coordinates smaller than those at the root, thus producing many negative 
residues; but the fifth iteration produces the machine root f l (~*) .  
The behavior put in evidence by accurate partial elimination should be the standard one in the 
context of the monotone Newton theorem: no change in the convergence order and a reasonable 
improvement in the individual iterates. The adoption of partial elimination should thus be mainly 
based on whether there is a decrease in computational effort. A thorough discussion of this last 
aspect goes beyond the scope of this paper, because such discussion heavily depends not only on 
the problem at hand but also on the computing facility and the available software. 
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Table 4.1. 
L I + 
0.11474276159902g~D-b00 
o.21 SSOl,~/~2~0S'rD+OO 
0.308d817027851037D-I-00 
0.3866119107824742D-I-00 
0.46059S6214TT9145D+00 
0.52947~151005106D4-00 
0.594852399C~2OO0D+00 
0.65865055(]62124101)+00 
0 .722149~19D- I -00  
0.78702489300881171)+00 
0.6821545288'/'46697D-01 
0.136,1202030608276D.t-00 
0.Z)463236,m3739S'/D+00 
0.2"~83848472S14~D+00 
0.3411005541337TI3D+(10 
0.4095416468472598D -I-oo 
0.47837585527T6674D-I-00 
0.54~9274303039968D-I-00 
0.618649&380OO6908D+00 
0.6@11458213~/1t057D-t-00 
0.68810727833279OOD -01 
0.1316238016857096D-I-OO 
0.197451i6443388686D-I-OO 
0.263380653317711513+00 
0.a293~,~42~6~D.I-OO 
0.3~5T361858539210D-I-OO 
0.402r~024400~786D +OO 
0.530251452355~882D+00 
O.~9914460~J'Or~14D-I-O0 
0.669809479318'r552D+00 
0.6S 70"r9604522424"~) -01 
0.131418265488099613-I-00 
0.1971473281873741D-I-00 
0.262939717197~943D+00 
0.328882344301665713./-00 
0.3@5118@61SI ~8815D-I-00 
0.461S65373T788091D+00 
0.52942OO386102836D +00
0.r~821a0840104901D+oo 
0.6687693417452696D-I-00 
0.6570772175207329D -01 
0.13141 ~t880778479D+00 
0.19714661199T1342D-t-00 
0.2629387619977852D-I-00 
0.3288811495515951D-I-00 
0.3951178264606500D.f.00 
0.461863695~i8@925D-I-00 
0.52942411246~259D.1.00 
0.59S21091 I0708101D-I-00 
0.668";'6691260?0526D-t-00 
k=l  
.16STD+01 
0.1362D+01 
0.1111D+01 
0.8979D-I-OO 
0.T159D+OO 
0.r)600D+OO 
0.4257D+OO 
0.~097D+OO 
0.21O11)+OO 
0.~059D+02 
0.209616459262509~D-01 
0.42443OOl ~087845D-01 
0.6489110515095608D-01 
0.88'/748412310~2(13D-01 
0.11463565572938271)+00 
0.143ff742046778057D+00 
0.17475584571(3)088D+00 
0.2104227333841334I)-1-00 
0.2509OOS873209829D+OO 
0.4108675036206230D+00 
k=2 
0.6443D-03 
0.3578D-02 
0.8331D-02 
0.1354D-01 
0.1802D-01 
0.2112D-01 
0.2267D-01 
0.2286D-01 
0.2209D-01 
0.r~39D+01 
0.39188290OO942033D -01 
o.'r8382oo7334'r5258D-Ol 
0.1178038222948719D-!.00 
0.15784513530019~D-t-00 
0.19904202197851~D-I-00 
0.2420716657575704D+00 
0.2877351364757854I)-1-00 
0.336~58'r543021151D-}-00 
0.3908081283836026D-I-00 
0.450S130060723743D-I-00 
k=3 
0.1165D-05 
0~327D-06 
0.3Z23D-04 
0.7280D-04 
0.1385D-03 
0.2315D-OO 
0£~k38D-OO 
O.5O8O13-O3 
0.6986D-OO 
.2260D-I-OO 
0.5201250487165828D -01 
0.10403OO864784714D+OO 
0.156OO7056(~22904D+00 
0.2(]~082T329896615D+00 
0.2606078514138479D-I-00 
0.31412952823T1370D-I-00 
0.3693883281527274D-I-00 
0.427303&365381387D -I-00 
0.4889~n)496214594D .I-oo 
0.5557112954430662D-I-00 
k=4 
0.1891D-08 
0.16281)-07 
0.~70D-07 
.1327D-06 
.2600D-OO 
0.45O81)-O6 
0.719413-06 
0.1081D-05 
0.1557D-05 
0.6258D-03 
0.6141490432802922D -01 
0.1228321610459937~-I-00 
0.1842282644309183D+00 
0.24557620TI- 143483D+00 
0.3070140522851014D-I-00 
0.36891456062316OOD -I-00 
0.4318770351880067D+00 
0.496735183615T163D+00 
0.564,5513150604433D+00 
0.6366275(X)3391242D+OO 
k=5 
-0.4353])-12 
-0.8025D- 12 
-0.1036D- 11 
- .1067D- 11 
-0.8273D-12 
- .2437D- 12 
0.7604D-12 
0.2274/)--11 
0.4402D-11 
0.2862D-08 
0.6480051,187295999D -01 
0.1296033065242572D-t-00 
0.19441045364964,%D-I-00 
0.259226870229T763D-I-00 
0.3240791614086560D+00 
0.3891506990,590483D.i-OO 
0.4548888021377324D-i-00 
0.5218628521229108D+00 
0.59108(30119748644D+00 
0.66368849925OO328D+OO 
(F~-I)~ 
-0.6287D-01 
-0.1168D+00 
-0.17341)+0O 
-0.23&SD+OO 
- .31O313+OO 
-0.3894D+OO 
- .4768D+OO 
- .5738D+OO 
-0.1440D+02 
- .1361D+02 
-o.6689D-03 
-0.2693D-Ol 
-O.7346D-Ol 
-O.1358D+OO 
-O.213SD-I-OO 
-0.3045D+OO 
- .4069D-I-00 
-0.5214D-[-00 
- .6488D-I-OO 
-0.2516D+02 
-o.98,17D-O4 
o.5289D -02 
- .777113-o2 
- .4537D-Ol 
-0.1028D+OO 
--0.1791I)+00 
--0.271(113+00 
-0.3767D+OO 
-0.49541)+OO 
-0.1763D-I-02 
-0.3121D-04 
0.4401D-02 
0.1208D-01 
0.3~31D -02 
-0.2704D-01 
-0.7828D-01 
-0.148813+OO 
-0.2353D+OO 
-0.3355D+OO 
-0.5869D+01 
-0.3385D-05 
0.1649D-02 
0.62261)-02 
0.1307D-01 
0.7508D-02 
-0.1809D-01 
- .62701)-01 
- .1256D+00 
- .2038D+OO 
-0.7736D+OO 
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Table 4.2. 
1 0.1088584366074466D+00 
2 0.203886~22709253D +00 
3 0.287441541554906"7D+00 
4 0.3615938954296550D+00 
5 0.4281824709776403D+00 
6 0.48885822M923569D+06 
7 0,5451255102362187D+00 
8 0.5983793865187288D+00 
9 0.6499401958401449D+00 
10 0.6875133393574939D+00 
1 0.6601904309531113D -01
2 0.1320361613647675D +00 
3 0.1980492729896679D+00 
4 0.2640755404973183D +00
5 0,3301764114181565D+00 
6 0.39648057069687141)+00 
7 0.4632029016769274D+00 
8 0.5306604213424427D-{-00 
9 0.59928747716T1988D+00 
10 0.6691678410155491D+00 
I 0.6570779193490862D - 01 
2 0.1314179282974823D+00 
3 0.19714682107371,58D+00 
4 0.2629390361533599D+00 
5 0.3288814808284024D+00 
6 0.3951179020573567D+00 
7 0.4618640991475089D+00 
8 0.5294245247749332D+00 
9 0.59821131 ~3312247D+00 
10 0.6687670552267332D+00 
1 0.6570772061630448D - 01
2 0.1314177858061862D+00 
3 0.197"/466085886024D+00 
4 0.2629387674490931D+00 
5 0.3288811438549406D+00 
6 0.3951175196007536D +00
7 0.4618636879393040D+00 
8 0.5294241031848821D+00 
9 0.5982109004916297D+00 
10 0.6687669006374771D+00 
I 0.6570772061631303D - 1 
2 0.13141778~8062022D+00 
3 0.1971466085886238D+00 
4 0.2629387574491168D+00 
5 0.3288811438849629D+00 
6 0.3~51175196007704D+00 
7 0.4618636879393111D +00
8 0.5294241031848751D+00 
9 0.5982 I09004916046D +00 
I0 0.6687669006374678D +00
k=l  
0.1674D+ol 
o.1396D+01 
.1161I)+Ol 
0.9624D+oo 
o.7939D+0O 
O.65O2D+OO 
O.5266D+OO 
0.4191D+OO 
0.1967D+01 
k=2 
0.5206D-03 
0.2786D-02 
0.6176D-02 
0.9388D-02 
0.1139D-01 
0.1173D-01 
0.1042D-01 
.7921D-02 
0.6357D-01 
k=3 
0.1857D-07 
0.1500D-06 
0.4815D-06 
0.1019D-05 
0.1656D-05 
0.2203D-05 
0.2485D-05 
0.2427D-05 
0.3111D-04 
k----4 
-0.1321D-12 
-0.25731)- 12 
-0.36701)-12 
-0.4523D-12 
:-0.5064D- 12 
--0.52671)--12 
-0.5159D-12 
-0.4898D- 12 
0.4124D-11 
k=5 
0.1563D-15 
- .4642D-15 
0.6398D-15 
-0.7489D-15 
0.1233D-14 
--0.86471)--15 
-0.9870D-15 
-0.3781D-15 
0.3053D-15 
0.2376864342696940D-01 
0.481265917326T713D -01
0.7358074577452382D -01 
0.I006627797230927D+00 
0.1299866448767866D+00 
0.1622334317960686D.~-00 
0.1981575968840905D+00 
0.2386006774626522D+00 
0.2845091712447561 D+00 
0.5220219322987069D +00
0.5404212954332089D- 01 
0.I080932641193252D+00 
0.1623765991483625D+00 
0.2173279482250634D+00 
0.27'35 79850261TI 49D+O0 
0.3319520650355027D+00 
0.3934243733727586D+00 
0.4591354858296797D+00 
0.5303973472737142D+00 
0.6424762975478325D+00 
0.6205830S93854381 D -01 
0.1241187904041576D+00 
0.1861673624647236D +00
0.2483560563015202D+00 
0.3U0760939785UlD+00 
0.3749503142970433D+00 
0.4408273105397956D+00 
0.5097603649896272D+00 
0.5830090375000285D-I-00 
0.6630532759705781D+00 
0.6394216297996315D-01 
0.127886502804~153D+00 
0.1918405720034575D+00 
0.2558193993743613D+00 
0.3199830795273583D+00 
0.3847214092392910D+00 
0.4506648523506563D+00 
0.5186870786734329D+00 
0.5898915868979310D+00 
0.6656522386685905D +00
0.6490963987883658D -01 
0.12982154391807431)+00 
0.1947475727715115D+00 
0.2597217222843792D+00 
0.3248057346838850D+00 
0.3901991930905334D+00 
0.4563250962323451D +00
0.5238529511112563D+00 
0.593709641035SS18D+flO 
0.6670852888523964D +00 
-o.7129D-01 
-0.13251)+00 
-o.1965D+O0 
-O.2702D+OO 
- .351413+0o 
- .4406D+09 
- .5390D+00 
- .647'7D+O0. 
-0.2316D+02 
-0.93171)-03 
-0.2683D-01 
- .7654D-01 
- .1471D+00 
-0.2360D+00 
- .3385D+00 
- .4519D+00 
- .5748D+00 
- .4789D+Ol 
-0.2363D-04 
0.3353D-02 
-0.1050D-01 
- .48971)-01 
-0.1095D+00 
- .1896D+00 
- .2841D+00 
--0.38971)+00 
-0.6240D+00 
-0.1964D-05 
0.9143D-03 
0.4064D-02 
- .56251)-02 
- .3676D-01 
- .8887D-01 
- .1600D+00 
- .2455D+00 
- .3460D+00 
-0.4821D-06 
0.4788D - 03 
0.1563D-02 
0.4226D-02 
- .3176D-02 
- .2921D-01 
-0.7461D-01 
- .1380D+00 
-0.2165D+00 
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